Discover
the hidden value
of your idle assets

www.sigmasurplus.com
sales@sigmasurplus.com
(812) 463-2292

SIGMA Surplus pays competitive rates for industrial, mechanical and electrical parts.
Overlooked Value

We Make It Easy

Sales Website

When companies consolidate operation
sites, close a plant, extract a
production line, or are looking to reduce
MRO carrying costs, they often overlook
the value in their spare parts inventory.

SIGMA Surplus will visit your location,
take inventory of your parts for sale, and
make you an offer. We handle removal
and shipping, to free up your space
efficiently.

Our sales website helps you minimize
production lag when you need to replace
a part. We offer overnight and
international shipping options to get you
back up and running quickly.

PLC Racks
Sealers & Sealing Machines
General Purpose Motors
Servo Motors

Pumps
Gearmotors
DC Motors
Conveyors

We Are Looking For:
Hot Glue Dispensers
HMI & Open Interface Panels
Servo Drives & Amplifiers
Variable Frequency Drives

www.sigmaequipment.com
info@sigmaequipment.com
(812) 303-8383

SIGMA Equipment is the
new standard for selling
used equipment.

Ranked #1 in
most searched terms
on Google for the used
equipment industry

300+ customers helped daily
Resource to 100k buyers and sellers

How does SIGMA sell your equipment?
Consignment

We market, store and manage the entire process until the units are sold to
maximize your return.

Outright Purchase

After inspecting your equipment, we
make you an offer. If you accept, you’ll
receive pompt payment. We cover
removal and shipping costs.

Web Listing

We create your online listing while you
continue to store your equipment. We
negotiate with potential buyers and
bring you qualified offers for approval.

www.sigmarecovery.com
info@sigmarecovery.com
(812) 401-6621

SIGMA Recovery combines all the services
provided by SIGMA Surplus and SIGMA
Equipment to create our complete asset
recovery solution.
Our system combines cloud-based
software, centralized equipment
storage, and sales expertise to
maximize the return on the value of an
idle asset at every stage of the
equipment life cycle.

SIGMA Recovery gives
companies an easy way to
implement a formal recovery
program, or improve an existing
program.
We help you eliminate costs and
uncover the hidden value of your idle
equipment.

Exponential decay of equipment value as it moves along the recovery method curve
Potential
Value

Our system resolves
industry inefficiencies
with a cascading
approach to the
recovery process.
We centralize and
simplify your asset
recovery efforts
through redeployment,
reconditioning, resale,
and recycling of your
equipment.

As a percentage of cost of
new, this graph shows the
potential value available
once an asset has been
recovered from its idle state.
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SIGMA Equipment is a full-service solution for used equipment sales, component sales,
and asset recovery. We help you discover the hidden value of your idle equipment. Our
divisions fulfill your needs at every stage of the equipment lifecycle, whether you are
looking to redeploy idle equipment internally with SIGMA Recovery, resell idle equipment
on the open market with SIGMA Equipment, or sell your spare parts inventory directly to
SIGMA Surplus. We save you time, space, money and resources.

